OUTWELL PROVIDES FULL FACILITIES FOR YOUR OWN ON PITCH BATHROOM
Time to expand your horizons. With
camping’s popularity filling full-facility
campsites this is the ideal opportunity to
explore some of the less well-known areas
from simpler sites. And, while you may
well benefit financially, the lower fees
offered often reflect the lack of wash block
with toilet. But, all is not lost. Outwell has
everything you need to bring your own
bathroom to your pitch.
New for this year are the Seahaven
Comfort Station toilet tents in single and
double sizes. The Double (pictured left and
below right) provides two rooms. Each has
external access and an internal Quick &
Quiet connecting door. Use one room for
an Outwell Portable Toilet and for changing before you enter the shower
room. All Seahavens feature a hammock from which to suspend an Outwell
Solar Shower under a vinyl window where it will be heated by the sun. Other
features include protected roof vents, handy hanging rail, storage pockets
and a sewn-in groundsheet with mesh panels to allow the shower’s waste
water to drain away.
Unlike many toilet tents that rely on fibreglass poles,
Seahaven Comfort Stations use the time proven Outwell
Power Stability System of rigid steel poles that allow
increased headroom and internal space. Their inherent
strength offers superb stability, enhanced by the unique
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System that ensures your toilet
facility will shed any wind.
Outwell offers three sizes of portable chemical toilet. The small six-litre model
(pictured left) provides ‘bucket and chuck it’ simplicity that’s perfect for overnight
convenience. The 10- (pictured right) and 20-litre models
bring flush sophistication and easy to empty holding
tanks with leak-proof seals that make them ideal for longer stays and
touring holidays.
Storage and transportation of the 10- and 20-litre models
are made more pleasant by the introduction of the
Outwell Portable Toilet Carrybag (pictured left). The
water-resistant bag is expandable to fit and easy to clean.

The 20-litre Solar Shower (pictured right) provides ample hot water for
free using the sun’s rays to heat up the black bag. An integral
thermometer allows you to monitor water temperature. These showers
are also ideal for outdoor pursuits and washing off your dog after a walk
along the beach.
For further information about these products, including prices, and to
find your nearest dealer visit outwell.com
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RRP: Seahaven Comfort Station Double £166; Seahaven Comfort Station Single £119.99; 20L
Portable Toilet £109.99; 10L Portable Toilet £94.99; 6L Portable Toilet £56.99; Portable Toilet
Carrybag £16.99; Solar Shower £10.99
Outwell is a registered trademark
Brand website outwell.com
Seahaven Comfort Station Double outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/tents/seahaven-comfort-stationdouble
Seahaven Comfort Station Single outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/tents/seahaven-comfort-stationsingle
20L Portable Toilet outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/accessories/20l-portable-toilet
10L Portable Toilet outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/accessories/10l-portable-toilet
6L Portable Toilet outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/accessories/6l-portable-toilet
Portable Toilet Carrybag outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/accessories/portable-toilet-carrybag
Solar Shower outwell.com/en-gb/ecommerce/accessories/solar-shower
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